DIGITAL ANGLE GAUGE
WITH ANGLE ALERT

Find desired angles easy and fast with LEDs that alert when unit is close to the desired angle.
DIGITAL ANGLE GAUGE WITH ANGLE ALERT

The Klein Tools Digital Angle Gauge with Angle Alert can measure or set angles, check relative angles, or be used as a digital level. Users can set defined angles easily and quickly. The Angle Alert feature uses LEDs and a buzzer to notify the user when their desired angle is reached without looking at the screen. The strong magnetic base attaches to ferromagnetic surfaces such as conduit. The Digital Angle Gauge has dual measurement ranges of 0 to 90° and 0 to 180° and also has a high visibility reverse contrast display for easy viewing.

LED ANGLE ALERT SYSTEM
LIGHTS UP RED, ORANGE, OR GREEN BASED ON HOW CLOSE THE DEVICE’S ORIENTATION IS TO THE USER DEFINED ANGLE

- **Power/Mute/Zero button**
  - to enable relative measurements

- **Hold/Range Buttons**
  - save measurement value on display and toggles between ranges on display

- **Angle Alert Button**
  - toggles between common angles for Angle Alert

- **V-groove edges**
  - on top and bottom edges fit contour of conduit and pipes

- **Strong magnetic base**
  - attaches to ferromagnetic surfaces

- **LED angle alert system**
  - on back for easy viewing by user

___

### Cat. No. UPC 0-92644+ Description Special Features

| 935DAA  | 86009-6 | Digital Angle Gauge with Angle Alert | 3 color LED Alerts, Dual Measurement Ranges at 0° to 90° and 0° to 180°, Reverse Contrast |

⚠️ Visit www.kleintools.com for warnings and instructions.

See our complete line of Measuring Tools
www.kleintools.com
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